Love Can Blind by Locklin, Gerald
those who do not politely ignore that poem 
cite it as prima facie misogyny.
GEORGES SEURAT: MODELS
the great drawback of the poetry racket 
is that we do not work with nude models.
well, a few of us have attempted 
certain inroads in that area.
there remain methodological wrinkles, 
one occupational hazard is bursitis.
soon, of course, all the poets will be women, 
most of the models may be also, 
men will be left occasional cameo appearances 
on canvases such as,
and tarzan screamed, "the vine, jane, the vine!”
i am in training for 
humpty-dumpty.
MAGDALENA ABAKRONOWICZ: INFANTES, 1992
we no longer have heads,
but even without eyes or brains,
we have blindfolds.
we are androgynous,
not in the sense that we are
both male and female
but because we are no longer
either, or anything.
we do not have arms or hands; 
thus we neither produce 
nor reproduce.
we are, however, equal and, 
for the time we have left, 
darned proud of it.
LOVE CAN BLIND
we have four cats and one dog, 
three of the cats taunt the dog
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whenever they are safely behind glass doors
or atop the back wall.
consequently the dog hates them and,
whenever she slips into the house
or is allowed into the front yard,
you can be sure she sends them scurrying
like a Siamese fire drill.
the fourth cat is old
and never runs from the dog
so the dog doesn't chase her.
they act, in fact, as if they would
really like to be friends.
they often sleep almost huddled together,
separated only by the plate-glass windows
or sliding patio doors.
i have tried to let them get to know
each other in the same room also,
and such encounters always proceed
without hostility or violence
until the dog tries, instinctively,
to sniff the cat's ass. then the cat,
understandably indignant, flares up and
hisses and swipes with its claws.
the dog comes within a centimeter
of being blinded, and i have to
put her back outside.
i perceive a confucian dictum in all this:
it is best to keep one's snoot 
out of the desired one's anus 
during the initial stages of wooing.
COVER THY FLANKS
the new biography of einstein 
alleges he was a womanizer 
who "may have" beaten his wife 
and who "deteriorated" into misogyny.
an awful lot of very intelligent 
men seem to have "deteriorated" 
into misogyny, if one is to 
believe the feminist and male- 
feminist revisionist biographies.
maybe what they call misogyny 
is not so much a form of 
deterioration as it is a mature 
stage of experientially-acquired 
wisdom.
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